
Paper Doll Storytelling 

Kit includes: 

3 sheets of animal friend paper dolls 

1 sheet of outfit templates for tracing 

1/2 sheet of story words (characters, settings and problems) 

Instructions 

 

You supply: 

Coloring supplies (crayons, makers, or colored pencils) 

Thin cardboard like cereal or cracker boxes 

Recyclable paper (wrapping paper, magazines, newspaper, etc.) 

3 cups or bowls 



1. Color 4 animal paper dolls, then cut and glue them onto thin cardboard. 

2. Cut out the clothing and accessories from page 3 and glue or trace each 

onto different recyclable paper materials to make outfits. Try using scrap 

paper, wrapping paper, catalogs, magazines,  grocery ads, or newspaper. 

3. Cut out the words below and put the places, problems, and characters  

words in different containers. Add some of your own ideas too!  

4. Pull one or two  words from each container, and use your animal paper 

dolls to tell the story you make up. 

Get more story ideas from these great tales:  http://tiny.cc/f955tz 

Paper Doll Storytelling 

Characters Settings Problems 

Big, bad wolf A well Getting lost 

Rainbow crow A very tall tower Hunting for treasure 

A wizard A little house in the woods  The sky is falling 

An emperor A cave A missing baby 

A wise old person Under the  ocean Forgetting who you are 

A little kid The jungle Chased by brigands 

A troll The kingdom in the clouds The winter won’t end 

The three (bears, pigs, goats) A shop in a busy town The sun is too hot 

A genie The highest mountain Food is running out 

A mermaid A small village A dragon appears 

A cowboy A shop in a busy town You have to borrow a pot 

The heir to the throne A bridge over a river There is too much work 

A trickster The desert Aliens have landed 

   

   










